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Chromium(III) (oxy)hydroxide and mixed Cr(III)-Fe(III) (oxy)hydroxides are environmentally
important compounds for controlling chromium speciation and bioaccessibility in soils and aquatic
systems and are also industrially important as precursors for materials and catalyst synthesis.
However, direct characterization of the atomic arrangements of these materials is complicated
because of their amorphous X-ray properties. This study involves synthesis of the complete
Cr(III)-Fe(III) (oxy)hydroxide compositional series, and the use of complementary thermal,
microscopic, spectroscopic, and scattering techniques for the evaluation of their structural proper-
ties. Thermal analysis results show that the Cr end member has a higher hydration state than the Fe
end member, likely associated with the difference in water exchange rates in the first hydration
spheres of Cr(III) and Fe(III). Three stages of weight loss are observed and are likely related to the
loss of surface/structural water and hydroxyl groups. As compared to the Cr end member, the
intermediate composition sample shows lower dehydration temperatures and a higher exothermic
transition temperature. XANES analysis shows Cr(III) and Fe(III) to be the dominant oxidation
states. XANES spectra also show progressive changes in the local structure around Cr and Fe atoms
over the series. Pair distribution function (PDF) analysis of synchrotron X-ray total scattering data
shows that the Fe end member is nanocrystalline ferrihydrite with an intermediate-range order and
average coherent domain size of∼27 Å. The Cr end member, with a coherent domain size of∼10 Å,
has only short-range order. The PDFs show progressive structural changes across the compositional
series. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) results also show the loss of
structural order with increasing Cr content. These observations provide strong structural evidence of
chemical substitution and progressive structural changes along the compositional series.

1. Introduction

Chromium is one of themost significant anthropogenic
metal contaminants. Its presence in soils and aquatic
systems results from its widespread industrial applica-
tions, such as tanning, metallurgy, plating, and use as an
anticorrosion agent. The toxicity and transport behavior
of Cr depend strongly on its valence. The most common
oxidation states in the environment are hexavalent and
trivalent. Cr(VI) exists primarily in the form of bichro-
mate (HCrO4

-) and chromate (CrO4
2-), which are strong

oxidants and considered carcinogenic with inhalation
exposure.1 Cr(VI) compounds are typically soluble in
natural water and, thus, mobile and bioaccessible. Cr(III)

usually forms insoluble oxides and (oxy)hydroxides and,
except in large amounts, is considered an essential nu-
trient rather than a health risk.1

Interaction of chromium with minerals can greatly
affect its chemical speciation and therefore its mobility
in soil and aquatic systems. Interactions with iron-
containing minerals, which are common in surface envir-
onments, are especially important because of the poten-
tial for redox reactions. Reduction of Cr(VI) to Cr(III)
by iron-containing reductants, such as zero-valent Fe
and Fe(II)-bearing minerals, has been considered for
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remediation of Cr(VI)-containing waste waters.2-7 The
resulting Cr(III) (oxy)hydroxide and/or Cr(III)-Fe(III)
(oxy)hydroxide phases [hereafter termed Cr-(oxy)hydr-
oxide and CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide, respectively] have
very low solubilities,8,9 allowing effective sequestration of
Cr at contaminated sites. Experiments have shown that
the solubility of CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide intermediate
compositions is lower than that of the Cr-(oxy)hydroxide
end member composition.8 Cr-(oxy)hydroxide or Crx-
Fe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide phases can also form via copreci-
pitation of Cr(III) and Fe(III) at neutral to alkaline pH8

or as a sorption/surface precipitation product during
sorption of Cr(III) onto ferrihydrite or other minerals.10,11

Because of their low solubility, these phases may control
the fate of Cr(III) in contaminated soils and other im-
pacted environments such as acid mine drainage sites.12

Cr-(oxy)hydroxide phases have been the focus of much
study because of their role in the production of Cr(III)
oxide catalysts and the wide variety of their uses in other
applications, such as green pigments and coating materi-
als for thermal protection and wear resistance.13-15

Thermal and chemical transformations of Cr-(oxy)hy-
droxide have been extensively studied for synthesis of
Cr2O3.

16-18 Coprecipitated CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide
has also been proposed for making Cr2O3-Fe2O3-based
oxide mixtures for reference electrodes for oxygen
sensors.19

Despite the widespread interest in CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hy-
droxide phases, uncertainties concerning their stoichio-
metry and structure remain. The Cr end member, Cr-
(oxy)hydroxide, is variously termed chromium hydroxide,
Cr(OH)3, Cr(OH)3 3 nH2O, hydrate chromium oxide/chro-
mium hydrous oxide, or chromia gel. It exhibits broad,
diffuse features inX-raydiffractionpatterns that are typical
of poorly crystalline or amorphous materials. Extensive
studies have addressed the hydrolysis, precipitation, and

oligomerization of Cr(III) under aqueous conditions,20-26

the preparation and thermal evolution of Cr-(oxy)-
hydroxide,14,16,27,28 its solubility and oxidation behavior
under different conditions,8,9,29-31 and its structural proper-
ties, which vary with experimental conditions.11,14,16,31-33

A complete series of mixed composition CrxFe1-x-
(oxy)hydroxide compounds can be synthesized between
the pure Cr and Fe end members, which, together with
solubility and FT-IR evidence, suggests that the series
may represent a continuous solid solution.8,21,34 How-
ever, characterization of this series is incomplete. The lack
of direct structural characterization of theCr endmember
as well as of mixed composition solids limits our under-
standing of the environmental andmaterials properties of
these phases, as well as their reactivities in aqueous
solutions. In this study, we use complementary techni-
ques to examine the structural properties of the mixed
composition solids. Thermogravimetric-differential scan-
ning calorimetry (TG-DSC) analysis, X-ray diffraction
(XRD), high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM), pair distribution function (PDF) analysis of
synchrotron X-ray total scattering data, and both Cr and
Fe K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) provide
new insights into the following fundamental questions:
(1) What is the degree of structural order (i.e., short-,
intermediate-, or long-range order) of the CrxFe1-x-
(oxy)hydroxide samples. (2)Do they represent a physical
mixture of distinct phases, or are they single phase with
chemical substitution? If it is the latter, (3) do they form a
continuous solid solution? Finally, we provide some
constraints that can be used for a more complete char-
acterization of the structure changes across the composi-
tional series. The results provide valuable information
relevant to understanding the natural speciation of Cr
and remediation methods based on the reduction of
Cr(VI) to Cr(III), contributing to a structural basis for
materials processing using CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide as
a precursor.
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2. Experimental Section

2.1. Synthesis of CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxides. Many different

synthesis methods have been used to produce the CrxFe1-x-

(oxy)hydroxide, most commonly by reduction of Cr(VI) by

Fe(II)-containing compounds or by hydrolysis of Cr(III)- and

Fe(III)-containing solutions using different alkaline sources. To

produce the whole compositional series, we adapted the synth-

esis method of Hansel et al.,6 which is representative of com-

monly occurring environmental conditions. Fe(NO3)3 3 9H2O

and Cr(NO3)3 3 9H2O (both from Alfa Aesar) were dissolved in

80mLof deionizedwater to produce a total metal concentration

of 0.1Mwith desired Cr(III):Fe(III) molar ratios. The solutions

were slowly titrated to pH 7 with 1 M NaOH. Precipitates

formed from the suspension were aged for 24 h before being

repeatedly centrifuged, decanted, and rinsed with deionized

water to remove the remaining electrolytes. The resulting wet

pastes were recovered and dried in an oven at 60 �C. The dry

powders or cakes obtained were gently ground. The color of the

powders differed progressively according to their compositions,

from reddish brown for the Fe endmember to olive green for the

Cr end member. Samples were labeled according to the starting

Fe:Cr molar ratios (Table 1); e.g., Fe10 is the pure Fe end

member, whereas Fe6Cr4 is the CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide with

an initial x value of 0.4 and a 60:40 Fe:Cr molar ratio. Portions

of the powders were dissolved in a mixture of hydrochloric acid

and nitric acid for analysis of Cr and Fe composition by direct

current plasma (DCP) spectrometry. Details of the structural

characterization by XRD, TG-DSC, HRTEM, PDF, and XAS

are given later.

2.2. Model Compounds. Several Fe(III)- or Cr(III)-contain-

ing compounds were used for PDF and XAS comparison with

CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide samples: 2-line ferrihydrite (provided

by D. Hausner, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA), goethite,

Cr2O3 (Acros Organics), and 0.1 M K2CrO4 (Acros Organics)

aqueous solution. The K2CrO4 aqueous solution has a pH

value of 12. Speciation calculation using Phreeqc35 shows that

essentially 100% of the Cr(VI) is a CrO4
2- species, with Cr in

tetrahedral coordination. The 2-line ferrihydrite was syn-

thesized using the method developed by Schwertmann and

Cornell.36 A 1 M solution of NaOH (Sigma-Aldrich) was

added at a rate of 2 mL/min to a 0.2 M solution of Fe(NO3)

(Sigma-Aldrich) with constant stirring until the pH reached 7.5.

The solution was repeatedly washed with deionized water and

centrifuged to remove the remaining electrolytes, followed by

natural drying in a hood. Goethite was synthesized following

the method of Sileo et al.37 and Schwertmann and Cornell;36

100 mL of a 1 M Fe(NO3)3 solution was added to 180 mL of a

5MKOH solution. The obtained suspension was diluted to 2 L

with deionized water and aged for 60 h at 70 �C in a closed

polypropylene bottle. The solid was recovered by repeated

filtration and washing with deionized water and drying at

60 �C and was ground for structural analysis. X-ray diffraction

confirmed its structure to be goethite.

2.3. X-ray Diffraction Analysis. High-energy X-ray total

scattering data of the CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide compositional

series were collected at beamline 1-ID-C38 [∼100 keV, λ =

0.1240(6) Å] of theAdvancedPhoton Source,ArgonneNational

Laboratory (APS-ANL, Argonne, IL). An amorphous Si area

detector system manufactured by General Electric was used for

data collection. A CeO2 standard (NIST diffraction intensity

standard set 674a) was used to calibrate the sample-to-detector

distance and the nonorthogonality of the detector relative to the

incident beam. Conversion of data from two dimensions to one

dimension was performed using Fit2D.39,40

The experimental total scattering structure function S(Q),

reduced experimental structure function f(Q), and PDF, orG(r),

were obtained using PDFgetX2.41 Compositions used for the

normalization of the experimental structure functions are in-

cluded in Table 1. Since we currently do not have detailed

structure models for the compositional series, it is difficult to

estimate the exact chemical formulas of each sample, which

would provide the most favorable basis for normalization.

Therefore, we adopted a self-consistent method, assuming the

general formula of (Cr,Fe)2O3 3 nH2O for all samples. We note

that a choice of a different general formula could also be used, as

long as the normalization approach is consistent. Information

obtained regarding the Fe:Cr ratio (from DCP analysis) was

Table 1. Information about Sample Composition and Parameters for PDF Analysis
a

ratio in solution ratio in final solid

sample Fe Cr Fe Cr
approximate formula used
for PDF normalizationb

coherent domain
size (Å)c

Fe10 1 - 1 - Fe2O3 3 2.5H2O 27
Fe9Cr1 0.9 0.1 0.92 0.08 (Cr0.08Fe0.92)2O3 3 3.3H2O 25
Fe8Cr2 0.8 0.2 0.84 0.16 (Cr0.16Fe0.84)2O3 3 4.1H2O 22
Fe7Cr3 0.7 0.3 0.72 0.28 (Cr0.28Fe0.72)2O3 3 4.9H2O 19
Fe6Cr4 0.6 0.4 0.67 0.33 (Cr0.33Fe0.67)2O3 3 5.6H2O 18
Fe5Cr5 0.5 0.5 0.57 0.43 (Cr0.43Fe0.57)2O3 3 8.8H2O 14
Fe4Cr6 0.4 0.6 0.47 0.52
Fe3Cr7 0.3 0.7 0.36 0.64 (Cr0.64Fe0.36)2O3 3 9.8H2O 13
Fe2Cr8 0.2 0.8 0.23 0.77 (Cr0.77Fe0.23)2O3 3 10H2O 12
Fe1Cr9 0.1 0.9 0.13 0.87
Cr10 - 1 - 1 Cr2O3 3 10H2O 10

aThemaximumQ range used for PDFanalysis is 29 Å-1 for all samples. bEstimated from composition (DCP) and thermal analysis (TG). cEstimated
from attenuation of correlations in PDF.

(35) Parkhurst, D. L.; Appelo, C. A. J. User’s guide to PHREEQC
(Version 2): A computer program for speciation, batch-reaction,
one-dimensional transport, and inverse geochemical calculations.
Water Research Investigative Report 99-4259; U.S. Geological
Survey: 1999; p 310.

(36) Schwertmann, U.; Cornell, R. M. Iron Oxides in the Laboratory:
Preparation and Characterization, 1st ed.; Wiley-VCH: Weinheim,
Germany, 2000.

(37) Sileo, E. E.; Ramos, A. Y.; Magaz, G. E.; Blesa, M. A. Geochim.
Cosmochim. Acta 2004, 68(14), 3053–3063.

(38) Shastri, S. D.; Fezzaa,K.;Mashayekhi, A.; Lee,W.K.; Fernandez,
P. B.; Lee, P. L. J. Synchrotron Radiat. 2002, 9, 317–322.

(39) Hammersley, A. P.; Svensson, S. O.; Hanfland, M.; Fitch, A. N.;
Hausermann, D. High Pressure Res. 1996, 14, 235–248.

(40) Hammersley, A. P. Fit2DVersion 9.129ReferenceManual version
3.1; ESRF98HA01T; ESRF Internal Report: 1998.

(41) Qiu, X.; Thompson, J. W.; Billenge, S. J. L. J. Appl. Crystallogr.
2004, 37, 678.
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incorporated in the compositions used for PDF normalization.

Vajpei et al.42 studied the thermal behavior of coprecipitated

Fe(III)-Cr(III) hydroxide series with a synthesis method simi-

lar to ours and found gradual changes in weight loss due to

hydration within the series. Assuming that the total weight loss

is due to the removal of surface or structural water, total

hydration information (from TG weight loss analysis) of the

Fe endmember (Fe10), Cr endmember (Cr10), and intermediate

composition sample (Fe5Cr5) is used for these three samples as

well as for estimating the hydration states of all other samples.

This hydration information is also incorporated in the normal-

ization. Details of the approximate formulas used for PDF

normalization are listed in Table 1. This normalization ap-

proach resulted in consistent reduced structure functions for

all samples, and the PDFs were calculated from the Fourier

transforms of these data truncated at 29 Å-1. The size of the

coherent scattering domain for each sample was estimated from

the attenuation of the PDF as a function of r (angstroms) and

falls within the instrument envelope for beamline 1-ID-C.43

2.4. Thermal Analysis. Thermal gravimetric (TG) and differ-

ential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analyses of the CrxFe1-x-

(oxy)hydroxide samples were conducted using a Netzsch STA

449C Jupiter instrument with flowing dry air over the range of

25-800 �C and a heating rate of 10 �C/min.

2.5. High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy

Characterization. High-resolution transmission electron micro-

scopy (HRTEM) images of the CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide sam-

ples were recorded on a JEOL 2100F instrument, operating at

200 keV, at the Center for Functional Nanomaterials (CFN) at

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). A small amount of

each samplewas dispersed in deionizedwater andultrasonicated

for ∼1 min. Then a drop of the suspension was placed onto a

300-mesh Cu grid with a lacey-carbon support film and air-

dried. To avoid beam damage, image focus was obtained on the

carbon film adjacent to the particles of interest, and then the

beam was moved onto the sample particle. Because of the small

particle sizes (1-2 nm) and strong aggregation of these samples,

selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns and energy

dispersive spectra (EDS) were obtained from areas of large

aggregates (>50 nm).

2.6. X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure (XANES) Spec-

troscopy. Cr and Fe K-edge XANES spectra were collected for

samples spanning the whole CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide series

and for selected model compounds at the bending-magnet

beamline at sector 12 (operated by BESSRC-CAT) of the

APS-ANL and beamline X11B of the National Synchrotron

Light Source (NSLS) at BNL. Depending on Cr or Fe concen-

trations, data on the CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide samples were

collected in either (1) transmission mode, with sample powders

brushed on several layers of Kapton tape or mixed with BN in a

Lucite sample holder and placed at 90� to the incident beam,

or (2) fluorescencemode, with samples brushed onKapton tape,

positioned at 45� to the incident beam, using a Lytle detector

positioned 90� to the incident beam. Data for the Cr- or

Fe-containing model compounds were collected in transmission

mode. Energy calibration used Cr or Fe metal foils. For both

beamlines, a pair of Si(111) crystals was used for the mono-

chromator, with one crystal detuned by 40% for both Cr and Fe

K-edges to minimize third-order harmonics. Data processing

was performed with the data analysis program WinXAS.44

3. Results

3.1. Composition and Thermal Analysis. Eleven sam-
ples in the CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide series were synthe-
sized with x from 0 to 1. Fe:Crmolar ratios in the starting
solution and final solids (as analyzed by DCP) are listed
in Table 1.
Thermal analysis (TG-DSC) results for Cr10, Fe5Cr5,

and Fe10 are shown in Figure 1. Cr10 shows three
stages of weight loss, with a total weight loss of ∼47%
at ∼800 �C. The first stage (T1) shows a gradual weight
loss, with a corresponding broad endothermic DSC peak
centered at ∼100 �C. Weight loss at this low temperature
is normally attributable to the loss of loosely bound or
surface-adsorbed water. The second stage, T2, occurs
over a narrow temperature interval, 200-250 �C, with a
corresponding sharp endothermic DSC peak at∼230 �C,
possibly due to the loss of structural water. These two
stages contribute the greatest fraction of weight loss in
Cr10, suggesting a large degree of hydrolysis. Weight loss
during the third stage (T3) is small by comparison and
occurs over a narrow temperature range (∼400 �C),
accompanied by a sharp exothermicDSC peak at∼400 �C.
This stage is associated with the sample glowing as a result
of rapid oxidation and reduction between Cr(III) and
higher oxidation states, and subsequent formation of nano-
crystalline Cr2O3.

14,45,46

Figure 1. (a) Thermogravimetric (TG) and (b) differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) data for Cr10, Fe5Cr5, and Fe10. Shaded areas shows
the three stages of weight loss, labeled as T1, T2, and T3.

(42) Vajpei, A. C.; Rousset, A.; Uma; Chandra, K.; Saraswat, I. P.;
Mathur, V. K. Solid State Ionics 1989, 32-33, 741–748.

(43) Michel, F. M.; Schoonen, M. A. A.; Zhang, X. V.; Martin, S. T.;
Parise, J. B. Chem. Mater. 2006, 18(7), 1726–1736.

(44) Ressler, T. J. Phys. IV 1997, 7, 269–270.
(45) Fahim, R. B.; Gabr, R. M.; Zaki, M. I.; Mansour, S. A. A. J.

Colloid Interface Sci. 1981, 81(2), 468–476.
(46) Carruthe, J. D.; Sing, K. S. W. Nature 1967, 213(5071), 66–68.
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The Fe end member, Fe10, shows a smaller, more
gradual weight loss (∼22%) thanCr10 does. It also shows
the endothermic peak at ∼110 �C, corresponding to the
loss of surface-adsorbed water, but no endothermic peak
as observed for Cr10 at ∼230 �C. Fe10 shows a broad
exothermic peak at ∼480 �C, in contrast to the sharp
exothermic peak observed for Cr10 at a lower tempera-
ture (∼400 �C).
Interestingly, the intermediate phase Fe5Cr5 also

shows three stages of weight loss, totaling ∼42% at
800 �C, with dehydration stages T1 and T2 shifted to
lower temperatures. It also shows a strong exothermic
peak at ∼440 �C (T3), which is stronger in intensity and
shifted to a higher temperature compared to that of Cr10
(at ∼400 �C).
3.2. Bulk X-ray Diffraction Characteristics. Initial in-

spection of all samples was performed using the low-2θ
region of synchrotron X-ray diffraction patterns (Figure 2,
with increasing Cr contents from bottom to the top). Fe
end member Fe10 shows two broad maxima centered at
∼0.15 and 0.25 nm d spacing. Such peak broadening gene-
rally result from the small particle size or the lack of long-
range order.With increasing Cr content, the intensities of
these two peaks gradually decrease; the XRDpattern of the
Cr endmember,Cr10, showsonly a slightmodulationof the
background, indicating the lack of long-range periodicity
in the structure and the likelihood of only short-range and
possibly intermediate-range structure. The progressive
diminution of the two broadmaxima suggests progressive
loss of the structure order and/or decrease in particle size
along the compositional series.
3.3. X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure. We em-

ployed both Fe and Cr K-edge XANES spectroscopy, an
element specific technique, to examine the differences in
local coordination for each atom type as well as potential
changes in oxidation state among samples.
We used Cr K-edge XANES spectroscopy to confirm

the oxidation state and local symmetry of Cr in the
compositional series. A pre-edge peak occurs in some
Cr K-edge spectra because of the 1s to 3d electronic
transition. This transition is dipole forbidden, but the
probability of the transition increases as a result of Cr 3d
and O 2p orbital mixing and the lack of a symmetry

center. Consequently, spectra of Cr(VI) in tetrahedral
coordination with oxygen exhibit a prominent pre-edge
peak at ∼5989 eV. In contrast, spectra for Cr(III)-con-
taining compounds, with Cr having centrosymmetric
octahedral coordination, exhibit a greatly reduced inten-
sity for this pre-edge feature, with contributions mainly
from quadrupolar transitions.47,48 Oxidation state affects
the position of the main edge, which is shifted to a higher
energy for Cr(VI) relative to Cr(III). As shown in Figure
3a, a prominent pre-edge peak can be seen for CrO4

2-
(aq),

whereas Cr2O3 exhibits no such feature and has a main
edge position lower in energy. Via comparison of all our
CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide samples to the two reference com-
pounds, it is clear that Cr(III) in octahedral coordination
is the dominant species in the CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide
samples.
For Fe K-edge XANES, studies have shown that the

energy position of the main absorption edge as well as the
pre-edge peak in Fe XANES can be used for the determi-
nation of the Fe oxidation state (e.g., ref 49). Figure 4a
shows the Fe K-edge XANES spectra of samples in the
CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide series aswell as those formodel
compounds goethite and 2-line ferrihydrite. The main
edge position of the whole sample series (at ∼7130 eV)
lines up well with that observed in goethite and 2-line
ferrihydrite, suggesting Fe(III) as the dominant oxidation
state in our sample series. In combination with the Cr
XANES results, it is evident that no redox reactions have
occurred in this system.
Figures 3b and 4b show the first derivatives of the Cr

and Fe XANES, respectively. Clearly, the edge features
show progressive changes along the sample series, including
both intensity and position. These observations indicate

Figure 2. X-ray diffractograms of samples spanning the CrxFe1-x-
(oxy)hydroxide series (λ= 0.1240(6) Å).

Figure 3. (a) Cr K-edge XANES spectra of CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide
samples and the model compounds Cr2O3 and CrO4

2-
(aq). The sharp

feature at∼5980 eV indicated by the asterisk is a monochromator glitch.
(b)Corresponding first derivatives.Vertical dashed lines indicate points at
which progressive changes are observed.

(47) Burns, R.G.Mineralogical Application of Crystal Field Theory, 2nd
ed.; Cambridge University Press: New York, 1993.

(48) Brown, G. E.; Calas, G.; Waychunas, G. A.; Petiau, J. X-ray
Absorption Spectroscopy: Applications in Mineralogy and Geo-
chemistry. In Reviews in Mineralogy; Hawthorne, F. C., Ed.; Miner-
alogical Society of America: Chantilly, VA, 1988;Vol. 18, pp 431-512.

(49) Prietzel, J.; Thieme, J.; Eusterhues, K.; Eichert, D. Eur. J. Soil Sci.
2007, 58(5), 1027–1041.
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progressive changes in the local structure around both
the Cr and Fe atoms, consistent with chemical substitu-
tions.
3.4. PDF Analysis. Reduced structure functions, f(Q),

and PDFs, G(r), for all samples in the CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hy-
droxide series and for the 2-line ferrihydrite model com-
pound are shown in Figure 5, with increasing Cr content
from bottom to top. Comparing the experimental struc-
ture functions, f(Q), for the whole series, we find peaks
are sharper and better resolved in samples with a higher
Fe content (Figure 5a), whereas features become more
broad and less distinct with an increasing Cr content.
The most striking trend observed in the PDFs for the

CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide series is a gradual and progres-
sive decrease in the length scale of pair correlations with
an increase in Cr content. The coherent scattering struc-
tural domain sizes of samples in the CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydr-
oxide series are estimated from the attenuation of the real
features in the PDFs and are listed in Table 1. Assuming
no correlations greater than the longest interatomic dis-
tance in a single particle, no surface reconstruction, and a
narrow particle size distribution, information about co-
herent domain size can, in certain cases, be used to
determine average primary particle size.50-52 Pair corre-
lations in the PDF of Fe10 extend to 27 Å (full extent not
shown in Figure 5b). In contrast, the oscillations corre-
sponding to pair correlations in Cr10 are fully attenuated
at∼10 Å. This loss of structure coherence beyond∼10 Å
in Cr10 suggests that this phase is likely to have a much
smaller average particle size and is exclusively short-range
ordered, in contrast to the structural coherence extending
over greater length scales in Fe10.
The reduced structure function and PDF for Fe10 are

essentially identical to those for the 2-line ferrihydrite
model compound (Figure 5), indicating that their atomic

arrangements are virtually identical. Slight differences
observed in the amplitudes can be attributed to differ-
ences in the composition (e.g., amount of H2O) used for
normalization (Table 1). Ferrihydrite dried to different
degrees has been shown to exhibit different amplitudes in
PDF, which is due to differences in composition used for
normalization and does not affect the essential structural
information that is provided in the PDF (e.g., peak
positions).53 The Fe10 sample also seems to have a
slightly greater coherent domain size than the 2-line
ferrihydrite. Recent studies have shown great structural
similarities among differently sized ferrihydrite forms.53

On the basis of the structural similarities of Fe10 and
ferrihydrite, and given that our experimental synthesis
conditions are very similar to the standard synthesis
methods for ferrihydrite,36 it is likely that the Fe10 sample
has a structure similar to that of ferrihydrite, with a
coherent domain size of ∼27 Å.
The sharpest peaks in the PDFs occur at low r values

(1-4 Å) and contain information about the local coordi-
nation environments around Cr and Fe. Shown in an
expanded view (Figure 6), the first prominent feature at
∼2 Å corresponds to the metal-oxygen (M-O) pair
correlation. Cr(III) and Fe(III) have similar ionic radii
(0.615 and 0.645 Å, respectively)54 and typical Cr(III)-O
and Fe(III)-O distances of 1.96-1.98 Å in octahedral
coordination. An idealized structure model was recently
proposed for ferrihydrite,55 containing ∼20% tetrahed-
rally coordinated Fe(III) and ∼80% octahedrally co-
ordinated Fe(III) (FeIV and FeVI, respectively); large
distortions in the first-neighbor oxygen coordination
were reported along with overlap in the FeIV-O and
FeVI-O distances. Although there has been recent de-
bates concerning this model,56-58 it nevertheless offers a
useful framework for interpreting trends observed in
the PDFs. Accordingly, the first peak in the PDF of
Fe10 is expected to be dominated by the contribu-
tions of FeVI-O pairs with a smaller contribution from
FeIV-O pairs. Averaging over these Fe-O distan-
ces associated with both coordination environments is
probably the cause of the broadening of the first peak in
Fe10 relative to samples with higher Cr contents. Cr(III)
occurs almost exclusively in octahedral coordination
with oxygen. The narrow peak at ∼2 Å in Cr10 can
therefore be understood to indicate a relatively narrow
distribution of Cr-Odistances, which is consistent with a
single Cr coordination geometry. Correspondingly, the
progressive trend toward a narrower peak width with an

Figure 4. (a) Fe K-edge XANES spectra of CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide
samples and the model compounds goethite and 2-line ferrihydrite. (b)
Corresponding first derivatives. Vertical dashed lines indicate the points
at which progressive changes are observed.
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increasing Cr content likely reflects a decreasing distribu-
tion of M-O distances as Cr(III) occupies octahedral
sites.
The prominent pair correlations in Fe10 at ∼3.03 and

3.4 Å can be attributed dominantly to Fe-Fe correlations
from highly distorted FeO6 octahedra linked in edge-
sharing and corner-sharing configurations, respectively.
Smaller contributions are expected fromO-O (∼2.8-3.0
Å) and Fe-O (∼3.5 Å) pair correlations,55 which have
weaker scattering relative to Fe-Fe pairs. With an in-
creasing Cr content, the 3 Å peak shifts progressively to
shorter distances with an additional peak at ∼2.7 Å
appearing for Fe5Cr5, Fe3Cr7, Fe2Cr8, and Cr10,
whereas the 3.4 Å peak shifts to longer distances and

decreases in intensity. It is more difficult to attribute these
progressive shifts to changes in specific pair correlations,
and we defer further interpretation pending development
of a suitable structure model for the Cr10 sample.
3.5. HRTEM Analysis. HRTEM images and selected-

area electron diffraction patterns (SAED) were obtained
for the two end members and two intermediate composi-
tion samples: Fe10, Fe5Cr5, Fe3Cr7, and Cr10. Figure 7a
shows the HRTEM image of Fe10. The average particle
size is approximately 2-4 nm. The clear lattice fringes
show that Fe10 is nanocrystalline or at least contains

regionswith ordering extending over nanometers. Sample
Fe5Cr5 also shows clear lattice fringes. In contrast, lattice
fringes are absent in HRTEM images of samples with a
higher Cr content, i.e., Fe3Cr7 and Cr10 (Figure 7c,d).
SAED patterns of Fe10, Fe5Cr5, and Fe3Cr7 (insets in
Figure 7a-c) show two broad diffusion rings typical of
materials lacking long-range order. These two rings have
d spacings of ∼0.16 and 0.27 nm, consistent with the
values from bulk XRD where two diffraction peaks at
0.15 and 0.25 nm are observed. The intensities of these

two rings decrease with an increasing Cr content and
eventually become indistinguishable for sample Cr10
(inset of Figure 7d), typical of an exclusively short-range
ordered material. This is consistent with the bulk XRD
observation where peak intensities decrease with an inc-
reasingCr content. These observations are also consistent
with PDF results where the length scale of structural order
decreases with an increasing Cr content, from the inter-
mediate-range order of Fe10 to the exclusively short-range

order of Cr10. All four samples show strong aggregation.

4. Discussion

4.1. Physical Mixture versus Chemical Substitution.

Two fundamental questions about theCrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydr-
oxide compositional series are whether the samples occur as

Figure 5. (a) Experimental reduced structure function f(Q) and (b) corresponding calculated pair distribution function (PDF), also known asG(r), for the
CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide sample series and 2-line ferrihydrite.

Figure 6. Expanded view of Figure 5b showing the PDFs of Crx-
Fe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide sample series and 2-line ferrihydritewith an r range
of 1-4.5 Å.
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a physicalmixture of twoormore phases or are single-phase
resulting from chemical substitution between Cr(III) and
Fe(III), and whether that property changes along the series.
Although XRD and PDF analyses do not yet provide
full answers, complementary techniques such as XANES
and TG-DSC analysis provide valuable constraints.
XANES is an elemental specific technique that probes
the local structure arounda central atom. If the intermediate
samples were physical mixtures of the end member, their
CrXANES should look exactly the same as that of theCr10
endmember because they share the same local coordination
environment. Similarly, their FeXANES should also be the
same as that of the Fe10 end member. Therefore, the
obseved gradual changes along the series provide strong evi-
dence of Cr-Fe chemical substitution. Additional support
for chemical substitution is found in the TG-DSC results. If
sample Fe5Cr5were a physicalmixture of the endmembers,
thermal signatures of each of the end members should be
observed, which is not the case. Therefore, the thermal data
argue against the intermediate sample being a physical
mixture of the Cr and Fe end members.
4.2. Structural Changes along theCompositional Series.

PDF and XANES analyses show a clear trend of pro-
gressive changes along the CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide
compositional series. However, understanding how such
changes occur requires good structural models of both
end members, as well as an understanding of the hydro-
lysis and precipitation processes involved in their forma-

tion. Observations from the X-ray total scattering data
show clear differences between the Cr and Fe end mem-
bers. The Fe endmember has a structure similar to that of
nanocrystalline ferrihydrite with a coherent domain size
of ∼27 Å. In comparison, the Cr end member has a
coherent domain size of ∼10 Å and lacks the intermedi-
ate-range order present in ferrihydrite.
Cr(III) and Fe(III) have very different ligand exchange

behaviors in solution, resulting in different hydrolysis
properties. The water exchange rate constant kex of
the Cr(III) aqua ion [Cr(OH2)6]

3þ is 2.4 � 10-6 s-1,
much slower than that of the Fe(III) aqua ion [Fe-
(OH2)6]

3þ (160 s-1).59 The addition of base to Fe(III)-
containing solutions causes rapid polymerization22 and
precipitation of insoluble (oxy)hydroxide (ferrihydrite), the
structure of which has been extensively studied and widely
considered as being nanocrystalline.53,55,60

Rapid alkalization of Cr(III)-containing solution leads
to the immediate precipitation of a poorly crystalline
“active chromium hydroxide” with the empirical formula
Cr(OH)3 3 3H2O, which can be effectively separated be-
cause of the kinetic inertness of the Cr(III) aqua ion.20,22

Aging of this material in solution results in condensa-
tion and polymerization, leading to formation of an
amorphous gel containing small oligomers, as reported

Figure 7. HRTEM images of (a) Fe10, (b) Fe5Cr5, (c) Fe3Cr7, and (d) Cr10 with selected-area electron diffraction patterns. Scale bars are 2 nm.

(59) Richens, D. T.The Chemistry of Aqua Ions; Wiley: Chichester, U.K.,
1997.

(60) Jambor, J. L.; Dutrizac, J. E. Chem. Rev. 1998, 98(7), 2549–2585.
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from both experiments and molecular dynamics simula-
tions.20,22,25 Such oligomerization is considered to be
dependent on pH and solvent conditions and is slowest
in the 6-7 pH range. A monomer was reported to be
dominant (>91%) at pH ∼7 for aging up to 72 h.20

Cr(III) pairs that link to neighbors via two μ-OH bridges
were also reported to be important, which likely accounts
for the structure of small oligomers, such as dimers and
ring trimers.25 Such differences in ligand exchange rates
betweenCr andFemight also account for the observation
of the longer-range order in the Fe end member, i.e.,
greater crystallinity, compared to that of the Cr end
member.
With this information, we are unable to deduce a struc-

ture model for our Cr end member. Given our experi-
mental conditions and the small coherent domain size
observed for Cr10 (∼10 Å), it is likely to consist of small
oligomer(s).
Despite clear differences in the structural properties of

Cr10 and Fe10, they share some similarities, including a
lack of long-range order and the presence of edge sharing
of metal octahedra, as demonstrated by M-M distances
of ∼3 Å observed for both samples. These similarities
might serve as the basis for the progressive structural
changes observed along the compositional series. How-
ever, sincewe do not have a structuremodel for theCr end
member, it is not clear how such structural changes occur.
4.3. Solid Solution? The traditional definition of a

solid solution embraced by many researchers requires
the end members to have the same structure, with iso-
morphic substitution on one or more sites.61 However,
the differences in structural properties that we observe
between the Cr and Fe end members suggest that the
associated compositional series should not be considered
a traditional solid solution. Nevertheless, the progressive
changes observed in PDF and XAS data along the
compositional series pose interesting questions such as
how continuous chemical substitutions are accommo-
dated between two structurally different compounds or
whether there are constraints that cannot be reconciled by
continuous substitution. The Fe end member, ferrihy-
drite, has recently been proposed to contain octahedrally
and tetrahedrally coordinated Fe(III).55 It is known that
Cr(III) occurs almost exclusively inoctahedral coordination.
Therefore, Cr(III) substitution along the compositional
series would presumably be limited to octahedral sites
and not random. Further investigations are needed to
determine the structure of the Cr end member and to
provide a more detailed understanding of the structural
changes along the compositional series. On the other
hand, it is also widely accepted that materials with
nanoscale size commonly exhibit different structural
properties compared to those of their bulk counterpart,
e.g., large surface distortion. This suggests that the tradi-
tional definition of a solid solution needs to be reexa-
mined at the nanoscale.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we employed complementary techniques

to examine the structural properties of CrxFe1-x-(oxy)-

hydroxides. Our bulk X-ray diffraction data show that

the CrxFe1-x-(oxy)hydroxide sample series has poorly

resolved and/or broad diffraction features, due to the lack

of long-range order and/or the effects of small particle

size. Thermal analysis indicates that Cr10 has a higher

water content than Fe10 and shows three stages of weight

loss due to the dehydration of surface-adsorbed water,

followed by the loss of structural water and an exothermic

transition process. The intermediate sample Fe5Cr5 ex-

hibits a loss of structural water at a lower temperature

than the Cr end member Cr10, whereas its temperature

for the exothermic transition is higher. PDF results

suggest that Cr10 and Fe10 have different structures

and different coherent domain sizes. Cr10 exhibits only

short-range order, with a coherent domain size of ∼10 Å,

consistent with the high surface water content. Fe10 has a

coherent domain size of ∼27 Å and a structure similar to

that of nanocrystalline 2-line ferrihydrite. XANES analysis

shows Cr(III) and Fe(III) to be the dominant oxidation

states in our samples, indicating no redox reactions in the

system.PDFshowsprogressive structural changes across the

series, andXANES spectra also showprogressive changes in

the local structure around Cr and Fe atoms. These observa-

tions provide strong structural evidence of chemical substi-

tutions and progressive structural changes along the whole

compositional series. Given that Cr(III) predominantly ex-

ists in octahedral coordination, substitution of Cr into the

Fe end member, ferrihydrite, might be limited to octahedral

sites.
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